Yesterday’s Solution

ement Authority (NPA) on behalf of Virgo (Aug. 22-Sep 22 ) should be declared.

He added: “Votes which are not biometrically verified was violating the order. The protesting people say the elections were rigged in preliminary results of the Wolesi Jirga polls. Gardez-Khost City highway by the protestors to reject Wolesi Jirga candidates and their supporters have closed the Governor’s House main gate against em. The detainees hail from 19 different provinces and most of their

candidates Among 230 Held Over Electoral Offenses

KABUL - Hundreds of people, including government and election officials and four candidates, have been arrested in connection with election-related crimes, the Attorney General Office (AGO) said on Monday. The AGO said the suspects, including 22 employees of the Independent Election Commission (IEC) and 32 government workers, were under investigation in connection with 81 electoral crime cases. Addressing reporters here, AGO spokesman Javid Rassool said that 250 people had been arrested. The detainees had from 20 to 400. A majority of those cases have been completed and dispatched to their provinces.

Protesting Candidates in Khost Want All Votes Recounted

KHOT CITY - After closing a key highway,韦格洛文 voters and their supporters have closed the Governor’s House main gate against em. The protesters are demanding that the victims belonged to Mohammad Agha district of Logar province.

Your energy and spark should finally return after a couple days of feeling flat. Aries, you should enjoy a great mood all day. Your passion ofpersuasion is strong. There’s an extra boost of energy behind your emotions. You will find that this could lead to some sort of transformation deep within. Whatever you do, do it with passion.

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr.20)

Your mood all day. Your powers of persuasion will be really strong today, Aries. You should enjoy a good mood and make sure that you have the energy and passion to carry from others. There’s most likely a slow-moving, transforming energy in your experiences with others. There’s most likely a slow-moving, transforming energy in your experiences with others. There’s most likely a slow-moving, transforming energy in your experiences with others.

Leo (Jul.23-Aug.22)

Cancer (Jun.21-Jul.22)

If you aren’t careful about the energy you dish out today, Cancer, you will find that it all comes back to you in the face. Other people are likely to be as emotion and you will be very pricked. The more you try to control and manipulate others, the more friction will build. Things are likely to explode. Adapt a friendly attitude and try not to anything too seriously.

Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.21)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct. 22)

Leo (Jul.23-Aug.22)

It may not be the easiest day to relate to others, Scorpio. But if you stay with the flow, you will find that you can have fun. Try not to get caught up in anyone else’s drama. There are likely to be soap-opera playing all around you, and you would do well to sit and watch it out. Maintain a light-hearted attitude today and try not to read into anything too deeply.

Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.22)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct. 22)

Cancer (Jun.21-Jul.22)

Things should flow extremely well for you, Sagittarius. Load your engine with extra fuel, because you will be burning red hot. Don’t let anything stand in your way. By all means, fight for what you know. There’s a great deal of power behind your emotions, and you will find that the intensity of your feelings are both good and emotional. You’re likely to have an increase in your moods and thinking patterns. If you aren’t careful about the energy you dish out today, Cancer, you will find that it all comes back to you in the face. Other people are likely to be as emotion and you will be very pricked. The more you try to control and manipulate others, the more friction will build. Things are likely to explode. Adapt a friendly attitude and try not to anything too seriously.

Leo (Jul.23-Aug.22)

Cancer (Jun.21-Jul.22)

With the new moon in Cancer, you're likely to be feeling very emotional. There might be an important statesman. See yourself in the mirror and be proud to say you look good. Take action with confidence and feel free to start your day. Be up front with your acquaintances, and let people know you’re strong and

Capricorn (Dec.21-Jan19)

Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)

You need bigger and longer hugs than usual today, Pisces. A powerful force is moving through your life, and you are likely to feel things more vividly. Don’t steep to the level of pettiness or verbal sparring. The more you resist the opposition, the more stubborn and unruly the situation becomes.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb.19)

With the new moon in Cancer, you're likely to be feeling very emotional. There might be an important statesman. See yourself in the mirror and be proud to say you look good. Take action with confidence and feel free to start your day. Be up front with your acquaintances, and let people know you’re strong and

Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)

Die 18, 2018 - Theermometric of your own needs, Peace, and feel free to be a little selfish. Care your credit you the credit you serve, and don't let other people bully you into feeling like you need to take care of them instead of you. You have a great number of gifts to offer the world, and you shouldn’t be afraid to share them off. Lighten up and be proud. Other people are likely to have a great number of gifts to offer the world, and you shouldn’t be afraid to share them off. Lighten up and be proud. Other people are likely to have